Our investigation of space use tested three potential explanations for why previous 124 studies observed low proportions of Sea Lampreys encountering traps in the St. Marys River. 
171

Manipulation of nightly discharge
172
During the study period, discharge from 2300-0700h was manipulated from the normal The tagged Sea Lampreys were tracked using an HTI acoustic telemetry receiver (ATR; 
Results
346
In each study year, nightly discharges were alternated consistently over most of the study 347 period of Sea Lamprey migration and trapping (Fig. 2) 
366
We also found no evidence that upstream movement was deterred by high discharge or 367 spawning opportunities. In 2011, the probability of a tagged Sea Lamprey arriving at the (Tables 1,2) . Second, for each data set, heat maps summarizing 387 the probability of occurrence for different cells along the face of the generating station revealed 388 high variability across cells, suggesting that the probability of occurrence was clumped across 389 cells rather than uniform (Fig. 4) . The heat maps further indicated that the probability of (Fig. 3) .
398
The expectation that under high discharge Sea Lampreys would alter their space use in 399 ways that would favour increased encounter with traps was not strongly supported. As noted tubes tended to be higher on nights of high discharge than on nights of low discharge (Fig. 4) .
409
However, when visually comparing the heat maps, the differences in occurrence for individual 410 cells at low and high discharge were quite small (Fig. 4) . 
558
The findings of our study have made an important contribution toward understanding 559 why the trapping success of Sea Lampreys in large rivers is much lower than desired. They also 560 raise questions about the adequacy of simplistic ideas suggesting that rates of encounter can be 561 increased through manipulation of discharge, at least at larger spatial scales. 
